


Driven by 
programmed remote 
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C O N T A C T 

+ 33 4 94 82 44 51

"LE GRAND HOME CINEMA” is a multimedia furniture with an original design and a customized 
decoration.*

It hosts a complete Plug & Play system, robotized and controlled via domotic by 
single remote or an iPad. Included in this top of the range equipment are :
TV set, soundbar, Blu-Ray player, game console, DLNA network player, wireless 
video transmitter...
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THE PRODUCT LINE 

Product is available in three furniture arrangements 
with different TV screen sizes. All include TV set, 
disc player (Blu-Ray 3D, DVD, CD, et al.), FM or 
Internet radios, iPod/iPhone/iPad audio play, 
Internet connection.

HC1 series - 40 and 46 inches screen size (102, 119 cm)

Television set LED 3D, soundbar with separate wireless 
subwoofer, Blu-Ray player, HDD. 
Single universal remote fully programmed by activities.

HC2  series - 46 and 55 inches screen size (119, 140 cm)

Television set LED 3D, soundbar with separate 
wireless subwoofer, Blu-Ray player, network player, 
AirPlay technology, game console, HDD. 
Smart controller interfaced with the client's iPad. 

HC3 series - 46 and 55 inches screen size (119, 140 cm)

Television set LED 3D, top of the range soundbar, Blu-
Ray player, network player, AirPlay technology,wireless 
video transmitter, HDD, UPS. 
Smart controller interfaced with single programmed 
remote and  the client's iPad. 

OPTIONS
Products can be provided 
with additionnal equipments :

HC2:
- HDMI wireless transmitter
- Multimedia server
HC3:
- Game console
- Multimedia server

Whether you like TV programs, movies on 
Blu-Ray, music or video games, the GRAND 
HOME CINEMA  meets all your expectations. 
This real all-in-one ready-to-use furniture 
with original design can easily be installed 
anywhere in your interior, against a wall or 
center of room. Three wires connected to the 
wall or the ground discretly find their way 
into the furniture from the rear side (power 
supply, TV antenna, Internet).
The exhaustive collection of decoration allows 
a customization according to your request.

THE APPLICATIONS

The fully integrated GRAND HOME CINEMA offers 
immediate installation for individuals, hotels, companies  
and large yachts. Controlling external functions to the 
GRAND HOME CINEMA furniture is now possible 
from the single remote or the iPad. In this context, 
CHEVRIER TECHNOLOGIES manages your 
additionnal installation project such as lighting control, 
motorized shades or even climate control. The 
composition of the internal multimedia equipment can be 
customized for businesses according to their desired use. 
The domotic control function is provided by a RTI 
equipment which can optionnally be replaced by similar 
products from the CRESTRON or AMX brands as well. 
CHEVRIER TECHNOLOGIES can upon request deliver 
a case ready for integration in a customer-specific 
furniture while preserving the benefits of the automatism 
and the simple connections.

HC1:
- AirPlay technology 




